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About This Game

Heroes of Annihilated Empires - is a fantasy-based game from GSC Game World in the genre of RTS vs RPG for PC.

A new proprietary 3D-engine is used to power the game. Episode one is set on Atlans island, the historical homeland of elves.
The world of the game is living and huge, full of magic, mythical creatures, heroes and powerful forces involved in a large-scale

conflict dating back to the past. The gameplay enables the player, controlling one of the heroes, as to lead thousands-strong
armies into battle, so as combat with the hero alone, making use of the entire arsenal of possibilities and powerful magical

spells. The possibility to upgrade your hero, improve his abilities, find artifacts and get random quests serves to hugely diversify
the gameplay.

Innovative opposing of two genres in one game - RTS vs RPG

New 3D engine

Detailed game world, including support of 5 novels from Europe-renowned writer Ilya Novak

Mass-scale battles of thousands-strong armies

Four unique races, individual skills, spells and artifacts
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12 heroes, 12 neutral races, 100 units and 150 various buildings

Excellently developed character types and impressive unit animation

Over 150 magic items and over 100 spells

Original and involving story of the campaign

Classic multiplayer over LAN or the Internet, up to 7 players in a game. Mix of two genres in the game: RTS vs RPG
with a possibility to blend or choose in between during the play.

Original card system of magic spells, equally interesting to both hardcore gamers and newbies. Over 50 spell cards

Involving process of character level-ups throughout the entire game

Stunning intros and cut-scenes. Comics in-between missions to give a deeper story insight
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the game looks simple and it looks like it pays back its money because it can play another watch, but I would like several modes.
I suprisingly did not like this software. I mean, it is good for beginners who just want to make an RPG, but i'd personally
recomend RPGMVX Ace, as it's pretty much the same but with much better graphics and new mechanics.

Overall, I do not recomend it.... A match 4 or more Tetris in a 3D space...start with the relaxing meditation mode first. Buy it
now!. It's a nice game. A good but also a very short game.. Despite the development team being Chinese, and the English
translation being a little wonky. This game is more than worth $10. It offers everything most would want in a zombie shooter for
VR. Hordes of zombies, badass weapons, and plenty of unlockable content!

No Microtransactions here! Just good ol fashion fun and unlocks through hard deeds!. This is a great little platformer! However,
If you don't like replaying levels to get a good score, it may not have so much appeal. The controls are very tight and the
gameplay is very smooth and acrobatic (wall jumps, air dashes, etc.), making it perfect for speed-running. There are about 50
levels, each with 3 difficulty levels that change the level layout and enemies significantly.

It isn't a terribly new concept and won't be a game you'll play for hours on end. It is executed near perfectly and is the kind of
game I will be coming back to for short plays or attempts and new best scores for years to come.. So I wanted to play a board
game, but something new and simple. However, I did not want to sacrifice simplicity for complexity and strategic maneuvers.
Then I found this gem. I felt like I was experiencing chess the first time all over again, but with a little more forethought
needed.

How was this classic board game not introduced to me when I was a kid?
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This games goes about 90 minutes if you go slow, and that will take you through the encounter with the first boss. Then it's
$4.99 for the next two books, presumably to encounter the two other bosses. Not sure how long these DLC are -- hopefully
longer.

Has a very thorough tutorial but combat, even on hard, is very easy. You can swap equipment on the main character which
changes the 3 cards you are able to choose from in combat. You can also choose 1 and later 2 abilities from your skill tree that
do things like: give you an extra choice in combat (4 or 5 instead of 3), speed up the occurrence of your turn, give more damage,
shield more damage, give more damage against certain creatures. These skills can be changed after every combat.

Very text heavy and about 10 encounters in the free version. Eventually you get one other character that has a lot fewer
equipment choices, at least as far as I played.

Very similar to Final Fantasy in feel, a game I played up to the 2 hour limit before I quit -- not really my type of game.

Sometimes it's nice to play a game just long enough to get a feel for what the creator was trying to do, and since this is free, it
might be a fun for half an hour or so, from this perspective. Mechanics worked fine. No bugs.. Cool dlc not worth the money
unless you buy the Pro angler sport bundle ^^. Alright, most people have pretty negative views on the game because of the
facelift esc style. Now don't get me wrong, in comparison to CIV 5 this game is simpler and in some areas (like diplomacy)
worse; however, I love this game because it is a middle-ground. Yes it is simpler but that's it's strength. I grew up playing
Civilization Revolution on the 360 (I know I know) and I loved that game back in the day. Beyond Earth feels like the evolution
of that simpler Civ game. Beyond Earth works not because it's very complex or has tones of different options and possibilities,
it works because it doesn't have all the excess. Now don't get me wrong, if your a long time Civ fan this game probably isn't
worth picking up. It is only really a dumb down Civ 5 with cooler context, being on an Alien planet and all; however, if you are
new to Civ games or want a more streamlined experience, this is the Civ game for you. The three afinities each offer a
compelling and different gameplay experience with great unique units. The tech web is a little odd at first, but it becomes much
better then the tech tree of old after you get accustomed to it. The new quests, while they do have their downsides, being tied to
buildings and all, are great for immersion and story and really work to enhance your connection to the world and your
civilization's place in it (some good moral choices as well). Finally, the wildlife, the aliens, are much much better then the
barbarians in other Civ games. They are extremely hostile and have great rewards attached to them. For example, you can spec
into the aliens giving science buffs for defeating them and their nests or perhaps if you can go down the path of harmony and
tame the wild beasts to use in your war effort. Overall, if your looking to take your first steps into the series or just want a
simpler more streamlined version of other Civ games with a kickass world, you might enjoy picking this title up.. Cute, fun little
RPGMaker game. I thought it was rather engaging and entertaining for its length. The characters and story were entertainingly
well-written, and grinding is fairly minimal. The game is still victim to a few RPGMaker bugs, so save early and often! Also,
please make more.. I really love the Football Helmet skin, Garland one, Life Giving Amulet and Wooden Armor ones, because
they look nice, and I use them a lot. Sometimes I even craft Marble suit for that sweet buff skin!. i cant play bcz hang in loadig
screen..
can u someone tell me where to fix at. A very light hearted doujin game,perfect if you just want to relax and take the edge off.
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